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Is Fear Keeping You From Losing Weight?

Size Zero puts the fear of starting a natural weight loss system to rest

Nov. 23, 2009 - PRLog -- What holds people back from trying a weight loss patch? The answer is quite
simple: fear that it won’t work. Some have tried other weight loss patches on the market without much
success. Others worry that it’s too good to be true. They subscribe to the fear-based hype that you can’t lose
weight without endless exercise and starvation diets. Others are anxious about FDA approval. Dig a little
deeper into these anxieties and you find one common fear: the fear of losing money without losing the
pounds. The Size One weight loss patch shows that it can quiet these qualms one by one and deliver true
weight loss success. 

Fear Number One: Other weight loss patches have disappointed. The Size Zero Weight Loss Patch is
completely different from anything else on the market. Other weight loss patches delivers ingredients in one
large dose causing a peak and drastic dip of fat fighting ingredients. Clearly, as shown by the meager
weight loss results, this method is less than ideal for drastic weight loss. The key for maximum and rapid
weight loss is consistency. The Size Zero weight loss patch uses a unique time-released technology to
release a consistent amount of fat burning ingredients over a period of time to help burn off thousands of
stubborn fat cells. This breakthrough delivery method provides maximum rapid weight loss and cannot be
found in other weight loss patches on the market.
Fear Number Two: It’s too good to be true. We’ve all heard it and, we’ve all read it: if it’s too good to be
true it probably is. The clinical trials performed by The Size Zero weight loss patch prove that it’s time to
put this tired adage to rest.  Weight loss can be quick and it can be easy. The time-release technology and
ingredients in the Size Zero weight loss patch work so well that in the largest user study ever there was not
one complaint or failure. In fact health care professionals are recommending the doctor-endorsed Size Zero
weight loss patches to their toughest weight-challenged clients.
Fear Number Three: FDA approval. Is it safe? It’s a fair question and a legitimate fear. So it’s important to
know the facts. The Size Zero weight loss patch is a natural weight loss system. And, because it’s not a
drug The Size Zero weight loss patch does not go through FDA approval. However The Size Zero weight
loss patch, once only available in hospitals for obese patients, has been clinically tested and is
doctor-approved.
The Size Zero weight loss patch hopes to set fears aside for those who desire to lose weight quickly and
easily. Size Zero has announced that they’re so confident in the success of their weight loss trials and the
satisfaction of their customers that they will offer a no-risk 100% satisfaction money back guarantee. It
seems Size Zero has done the work to put fear to rest and deliver incredible weight loss success.

# # #

About The Healthy Weight Centers of America: THE SIZE ZERO diet patch has shown tremendous
success in the U.K. and France. In fact millions of SIZE ZERO diet patches have already been sold!
Previously available only to hospital patients suffering from long-term obesity, now SIZE ZERO diet patch
was recently released and renamed THE SIZE ZERO DIET PATCH because that’s what users in both the
U.K. and France say it did for them. With thousands and thousands of successful users there’s no reason
you too won’t slim to a SIZE ZERO as soon as you have THE SIZE ZERO diet patch delivered to your
doorstep.
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